Ground Control Points
We discuss a few options for gathering ground control when a project requires absolute geo-spatial positioning accuracy. The first
option is a professional survey of ground truth when an absolute accuracy of < 1 meter is required. Another option may be the use of
existing ground control that can be acquired from a local surveyor's database or from a public entity. In the case where ground
control doesn't exist the project may consider doing it themselves.
We also discuss what information DroneMapper requires to process the imagery with GCPs and briefly discuss how GCPs should be
selected for your area of interest.

Professional GCP Survey:
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The images above shown from left to right illustrate a ground control point being acquired with GPS equipment, a diagram documenting
the location and a photo collected with that GCP identified. Professional surveyors, like CompassData, use high contrast points that can
be easily identified within photos and can provide measurement precision of the GCP << 1 m. A further benefit is that these points are
permanent in that they can be re-flown or re-used without additional expense. This option is the most costly, but provides the best
attainable absolute accuracy in the resultant data products.
These same type of GCPs may be available from a local surveyor or public entity for the project's area of interest. It would be prudent
to check on availability of ground truth in the area prior to contracting with a professional surveyor and incurring the associated costs
with new GCP data collection.

Do It Yourself (DIY) GCP Survey:
The photos below illustrate how ground control can be implemented in a project prior to photo collection. The techniques are nearly
identical to methods used by professional surveyor's although the GCP absolute positional accuracy attainable will be highly dependent
on the GPS/GLONASS equipment utilized. GCP absolute accuracy of 1-4 m can be achieved with reasonably priced GPS/GLONASS
receivers.
As an example below, a ground truth feature (a white L) was placed in a field within the area of interest. The zoomed image shows a
red arrow, at the inside corner of the L, where the GPS receiver was positioned to obtain the absolute coordinates of that point. In this
manner multiple ground control targets can be placed within the area of interest, surveyed and then imaged during flyover. The
resulting absolute accuracy of the geo-referenced ortho and DEM will be dependent on the precision of the equipment used for the
ground survey. Depending on the planned ground resolution or GSD of the photos care should be taken in sizing the targets so that the
surveyed point can be resolved in the photos, i.e. target should be 5-15 X the anticipated GSD. A few other examples of targets are
shown in the images below.
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DroneMapper GCP Utilization:

DroneMapper requires two unique files in order to incorporate the GCPs into the processing of the DEM - 1) a list of the GCPs by
name, longitude (easting), latitude (northing), elevation, XY survey precision and Z (elevation) survey precision. An example of the
file data is shown below titled "DroneMapperGCP_3D.txt. and 2) a list of the GCP name, photo that contains it and X & Y coordinates
of the pixel in that photo where the GCP is located. An example is shown below titled "DroneMapperGCP_2D.txt. The software utilizes
these points for DEM solution constraints thereby providing improved accuracy for the entire DEM.
DroneMapperGCP_3D.txt:
GCPNAME, UTM EASTING, UTM NORTHING, ELE HAE (m), XY PRECISION, Z PRECISION
...
15187, 520939.623, 4367792.505, 1812.395, 0.003, 0.006
...

DroneMapperGCP_2D.txt:
GCPNAME IMAGENAME PIXEL X PIXEL Y
15187 IMG_1054.JPG 1935 1562
15187 IMG_1055.JPG 1862 1799
15187 IMG_1056.JPG 1839 2382
15187 IMG_1057.JPG 2224 2716
15187 IMG_1091.JPG 3581 950
15187 IMG_1092.JPG 3778 1496
15187 IMG_1093.JPG 3493 2426

GCP Distribution in Area Of Interest (AOI):
In the example golf course AOI below the entire area mapped was 1.3 square miles. The 15 GCPs that were available are shown tagged
in the ortho and did not represent the best spatial distribution for an area of that size. However, the use of 9 of the GCPs (6 were
reserved for accuracy verification) shown circled in red and yellow did result in absolute accuracy of 14-16 cm (about 1 pixel) in X & Y
and 60 cm in Z. We think that a equi-distant grid spacing of GCPs (maybe 10-20, the more the better) across the AOI could provide the
best accuracy, although this has not been demonstrated. Care should be taken to keep the selected GCPs well within the edges of the
AOI so that DEM edge effects do not degrade attainable accuracy.
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